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Source 
Acquired by the library on April 8, 1926. 

 

Abstract 
This scrapbook contains newspaper clippings and photographs from magazine pages detailing 

three fires and tragedies that occurred between 1904 and 1910.  There are also news clippings of 

competing insurance companies, status of the economic market as well as other current events at 

the time.  

 

Access 
An appointment is necessary to use this collection. Please review the library’s access and 

membership policies. Access to certain materials may be restricted at the discretion of the library 

due to preservation concerns.  
 

Condition Note 

The newspaper clippings in this scrapbook are very brittle, and were pasted carefully in 

overlapping layers, making them difficult to view without causing further damage.  

 

Preferred Citation 
Scrapbook of the Great Baltimore Fire, Grover Shoe Factory Disaster, and Friedlander Leather 

Remnants Factory Fire, 1904-1910. Kathryn and Shelby Cullom Davis Library, St. John’s 

University.  
 

Copyright 
Materials may be subject to copyright restrictions. It is the responsibility of the researcher to 

request permission from the copyright holder for further reproduction.  

 

Historical Note 
The Great Baltimore Fire took place in Baltimore, Maryland on February 7-8, 1904. Beginning 

in the John E. Hurst Co. Building early Sunday morning, a significant portion of Baltimore was 

burned in the fire; fortunately City Hall was left completely untouched.  
 

The Grover Shoe Factory Disaster took place in Brockton, Massachusetts on March 20, 1905. It 

was the result of an explosive boiler, which became a projectile, at the R.B. Grover & Co. Shoe 

Factory. Approximately 75 lives were lost and over 100 people were injured. 
 

The Friedlander Leather Remnants Factory Fire occurred in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on 

December 22, 1910. This leather factory fire resulted in 14 deaths and 34 people seriously 

injured.  
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Scope and Content 
This 38 page scrapbook is divided into three sections, one for each of the three disasters that 

occurred between 1904 and 1910; The Great Baltimore Fire, The Grover Shoe Factory Disaster, 

and The Friedlander Leather Remnants Factory Fire. Each section contains newspaper clippings 

and photographs from magazine pages detailing these tragedies, including the causes, lives lost 

and people injured, damage to property and relief efforts, as well as claims made after the 

disasters to competing insurance companies. All items are in chronological order, according to 

the corresponding event.  

 

Although the title on the scrapbook cover reads “The New York Fire Insurance Exchange: The 

Baltimore Fire,” there is no information about The New York Fire Insurance Exchange itself. It 

is possible that an employee from the New York Fire Insurance Exchange created the scrapbook. 

 

 

Subject Terms 
Baltimore (Md.)--Fire, 1904. 

Great Fire, Baltimore, Md., 1904. 

Brockton (Mass.)--Fire, 1905. 

R.B. Grover & Co. Factory (Brockton, Mass.)--Fire, 1905. 

Philadelphia (Pa.)--Fire, 1910. 

Friedlander Leather Remnants Factory (Philadelphia, Pa.)--Fire, 1910. 

Scrapbooks--Specimens. 

 

 

Container List 
Box 1 

         

The Great Baltimore Fire  

February 7-8, 1904 (Baltimore, MD) 
 

Photographs clipped from magazines: 
● Images of roads and businesses affected by the fire.  
● Map detailing the outline of blocks that were affected by the fire.  
● Image of soldiers keeping crowds away from the affected areas.  
● Image of fire engines from Washington helping sort through the debris.  
● Image of workmen helping clean up after the fire. 
● Image of Second Vice President of the Home Insurance Company and the company’s 

Baltimore manager standing with what remained of the Home Insurance Company 

building and sign. 
Newspaper clippings: 

● Guarantees of larger and faster payouts from various insurance companies. 
● Stocks and overall status of financial market at the time.  

Other: 

 Inventories from local stores lost to the fire. 
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The Grover Shoe Factory Disaster 
March 20, 1905 (Brockton, MA) 

 

Newspaper clippings: 

● News clippings about those injured or killed by the explosion.  
● Images of the course of the explosive boiler. 
● Images of the ruins of one of the houses that the boiler crashed through.  
● Images of the Grover Shoe Factory and indication of where the explosion took place.  
● Images of the morgue where those lost were taken to be identified.  
● Images of the Brockton Relief Hospital where those injured were being cared for.  
● Images of Capt. Robbins B. Grover, one of the owners of the factory.  

 

 

 

The Friedlander Leather Remnants Factory Fire  

December 22, 1910 (Philadelphia, PA) 
 

Newspaper clippings: 
● The investigation of the fire as well as the fatalities and those injured.  
● Relief efforts for families who lost loved ones in the fire, and other current events. 
● Advertisements about hotels and vacation getaways.  
● Images of the ruins of the Friedlander Factory 
 


